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no, :^.'"': :; /'.'.:-'.^?^-;This report is a sumnary of two weeks work in the Kabenungi 

Lake area carried out by Wm L. Young and party of three. The pur* 

pose of this project was to gain a better understanding of the 

geology and iron formations as Reported by 1. M. Bell in 1905. '

Physiography /' 

The topography of this area is very rough aa is most of the 

district except that here granite ridges rather than iron formation 

underlie the highest ground, and vhile many of the iron formations 

outcrot) as high ridges, for the most part they occupy lover pround 

than is usual, often passing under swamps and sand plains* -'

The western section of the map area forms a large trough or . ' 

basin, th* axis of which runs approximately in a line between Pv.'jr.t 

Lake and Iron Lake. The high granite ridges to the north, south, 

east and west form the rim of this basin. On the floor of the basin 

several hills such as the Francis and Iron Lake I.F* rise above the 

reneral low ground vdch is usually swampy or sandy.

Judging from the extent of the sand deposits this basin 

must have been an impounded lake during interglacial or post-glacial 

times. The depth of water in this lake must have been of the order of 

a hundred feet because these sand deposits axe found to occur almost 

on the top of Francis Hill, indicating that most if not all of the 

bedrock has been inundated at least one t. j

The reason for the flooding of this basin appears to be that 

during glacial time the valleys of the University and Dore rivers 

were filled vdth glacial till, thus forming a dam and impounding the

lake. AB the rivers cut through this darning material the lake slowly.
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Formations
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Late Precambrian

Keweenawan diabase dykes ' ;r* f ' 
Early Precambrian - -
 . ' '-Sv- \ , ' . ' ' ' ' - - '-.'-V'.".

-, ,. ^1. Algoman type granite ' .
*'. ~ "' '' ' " ' : - ' ' ' S *

Y';^ Intermediate to basic volcanics '

Dore series * ' 

Intermediate tuffs ;- 

Keewatin type iron formation 

Intermediate tuffs

Early Precambriaq ,. 

Intermediate Tuffs

Tuffs are widespread throughout the .area * In many places
*'

they underlie and overlie the iron formations, and are intercalated 

with the Dore series and overlying lavas* - ;

These tuffs range in composition from acid to basic but the 

greater majority are of the intermediate variety. Quite noticably 

on roing up the stratigraphic section they become more basic. Inter 

calated with tuffs are minor amounts of intermediate and basic pillow 

lavas, and slatey sediments*

The tuffs seen in this area are very recogniz&ble aa such 

They are fine to coarse prained , very fragmental, ajri .'.ri wc^t ewes 

rhov excellent banding. The weathered surface has a very pronounced 

pitted appearance, the more resistant siliceouo material standing - 

out. For the most part they are quite massive but locally have been 

rendered schistose. Although sliphtly carbonatixed *.the degree
;-fo*v"4



B approaches that of the rocks near the main range, Sincf these 

rocks are much nearer the granite than the main rango rocks, the lack 

of carbonate in the former detracts from the theory that the carbon  

Illi^Jj'-vV: A;' atization was due to the intrusion of the granite, and thai acid

tiffs were the most easily replaced . ^
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Keewatin type Iron Formationf * . i 

Dr J.M. Bell in his report describes the iron formations
; t

of this area in fairly accurate detail so each individual iron 

formation will not be dealt with in this report. In general, those 

east of the Dore River fault are very siliceous and have a very low 

iron content, v-'hile in many places , those to the west have a higher 

iron content, * 

The most impressive formation examined was the old Francis
v

Mine, vhich outcrops on a steepjl&loped hill. Dimensions as given by 

Bell are 935 feet wide, 1375 feet long. Both ends along the strike
f

pass under sand plains or swamp. The icon formation consists of 

banded silica and a carbonate or oxide, often highly brecciated 

and contorted. The silica itself is ,often rusty and granular. The 

most striking feature is the amount of hematite mixed with the sil 

ica. To the writer this iron formation has a very striking similarity 

in appearance to the Josephine iron formation. Unfortunately no con 

tacts with underlying and overlying formations could'be examined
1 *

due to heavy overburden.

Brotherton Hill, a mile to the east, and Iron Lake, tix 

miles west, were both cuickly examined and v.ere noted to be very 

similar in llthological appearance to the Francis except that the 

development of hematite does not appear to be as great*
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opinion of the writer there is an excellent possibility 

that these th*eV ranges are actually one range, the greater portion 

of which is obscured by swamp and sand plains.

A small amount of bop iron was seen at the northernmost tip - 

of Paint Lake. This appeared to be caused by seepage of water over 

an iron formation which lies directly to the north and which carries ' 

small amounts of disseminated pyrite and carbonate. .

i.
t

Dore Series

The Dore series is well developed in this area particularily 

alonr the south shore of east Kabenung Lake. The lower Dore is 

predominately a granite-boulder'conglomerate which on poing up the 

section passes into agglomerate and tuff* '

Intermediate to Basic Volcanics

Both tuffs and lavas overlie the Dore series. They are very 

similar to the underlying types^ except that lavas are moro common 

and on the averape they are more basic in composition. - . i

**

Alroman type Granite,

The granite in this area is a strawberry granite. At the 

east end of Kabenung Lake the texture is equigranular but on poing 

v.'estward it becomes increasinply more porphyritic until near the 

portape into Crayfish Lake phenocrysts of feldspar up to an inch 

in lenpth are abundant.
.'

The contact with the volcanics is fairly sharp and the 

effects of strong metamorphism were not seen. Numerous small stringer^



^^^I^^Uof- pranitic material alonp shear planes in the volcanics' near' the r;^'|^,v,,-,,
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*^: contact tend to rupport the theory of intrusion of the' 

rather than emplacement by granitization.Btte^ ^g^*m\•8®KAK^-
Late Precambrian , ' *, : V

K(yeena- ar\ Diabase dykes - ' * :

The diabase dykes in this area are very similar in appearance
, .1 - - t .. L *'

to those in other parts of the Michipicoten district, except that'- -. *
r ' ' , . - ' " .

locally they are more coarse prained. In several places the,y appear, ' 

to follow lines of faultinp,ino8t hoticably on an island in Paint
. 0 . . - - r ,

Lake where the Dore rocks in contact with the diabase show the
 *

effects of drap, ' . '

i*" 

Structure

The re-ional trend of the formations in this area is east- 

west with a vertical dip. Locally, however, both the dip and strike 

vary rreatly. This is most noticable in the west Kabenung Lake,,area 

where they;,trend in all directions. Some of these strikes, such , 

as in the area just east"of Star Island, are due to drag alonp 

faults, but. the reason for such, variations ..as' the iron formation - 

at Heart Lake are unknown, A puess would be a combination of fault* 

inp and pranite intrusion 

FolcUnr

In the time spent on structure it is difficult to say with 

any certainty exactly what the fold pattern is. A fev mashed pillows 

on the north shore of Kabenung Lake seem to indicate that the tops 

of that formation face north* This, coupled with the fact that 

drap folds ww* found in the Dore, would indicate that the for- '
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i,ofi this area lie on the north limb of a broad anticline :
''- *..*' --. ' ' ' '' v ''" : 

ip plunpinp^to the east. ' * .
:""' - i , .. "';"' 

Superimposed .on the major folds are all sorts of minor folds

and crinkles, this was noticed with great interest in the iron v 

formation, where the brittle silica woulr be locally very crumpled
r If - - ' . "? ' ^

in numerous minor folds.

Bell, in his report, mentions in numerous places that the 

iron formations are folded into tight isoclinal folds which plunge
* i *

 towards each other to give canoe shaped troughs. This may be correct 

but from the amount of-iron formation outcrop* that can be observed 

thir seems to be rather a large conclusion to draw, especially 

since the other rocks of the area do not indicate this type of
. *

, folrinp. Therefore it was assumed that these iron formations are 

homoclines,as are the main ranges. 

Faulting

Faulting is very prevalent throurhout the area. The major 

fault, appears to be the Dore River fault which can be seen to extend 

from the Mission alonp the Dore River and through West Kabenunp ^-i
i

The trend of the faults appears to be SE-NW and SW-NE.

From the amount of work done, the v,riter is of the opinion 

that the iron formations to the east of the Dore River fault were 

once one continuous range. To the west, it is more difficult to 

tell. Aa stated previously, the Brotherton, Francis,'and Iron lake 

formations are thought to be the earae range. To the east of the 

Brotherton, some evidence has been observed which indicates that 

this formation has been faulted to tho south. Therefore, there is 

a rossibility that this ranfe continues eastward to the Dore River

*.
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but has not been discovered due to its southerly position. -
" ' ' . ' ' li", . ' " ' ' -' '. ' - ' 

j - ' ,l r ' ' ' ^. .;.

Oririn, of the Hematitic Iron Formations '' 

The peneral appearance of those hematitic iron formations
N

and their close litholop.ical resemblance to the Josephine iron " 

formation tends tovard the conclusion that the hematite is an* 

oxidation product of carbonatesand sulphides which were probably 

oxidized by the action of surface waters,

The ouestion arises as to why these iron formations,

which form high ridges, should be more oxidized than the main
more 

ranpe types. The answer may be that they are/brecciated than the.

latter and also that they received more surface water, which appear 

to be the two main factors controling oxidation of iron formations
F

in this district. The source of preater amounts of surface water '
t

was probably the inter-placial and post-glacial lakes which occupied 

this basin,and which covered part if not all of the now exposed 

iron formations which lie in the trourh. Since it is known that 

rlacial erosion did not preatly alter the topography of the country 

it is r-uite possible that the. present low pwampy ground has been 

as such for a preat lenpth of geologic time* Now if the above theories 

are correct, it stands to reason that the iron formations underly 

ing swampy pround should be more oxidized than those exposed 'on 

hirh ridges, since the low lyinp types have received the benefit 

of much longer exposure to the all important surface waters, thus in 

the opinion of the writer the most favorable areas to prosooct 

for hematite in this area are the occurances of svamoy pround 

alonp the strike of the iron formations in this basin, . . - .

v.;:-.
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The Brotherton, Iron Lake and in particular the Irancis '
•\: . .

iron formation are the most favorable the writer has seen in 

^ , Michipicoten district for the developement of hematite,that is, 

excluding the Josephine, They are large, are extremely contorted 

and brecciated, have a high ferrugineuos content, and at some time 

conditions were ripht for the formation of hematite.

AB was mentioned above, the winter beleives there is a strong
i

possibility that these formations belong to one main ranpe, most 

of which is obscured by overburden in low lyiftp swampy pround, 

and that these low lyinp areas are the mast favorable for the occur- 

tincs of hematite.

To prospect this area the writer is of the opinion that the ' 

following method would be the most effective*

1. Detail mapping ( I" to 500') along 5001, cross sections
i

in an effort to limit the area where the iron formations mipht lie.

2. A reconnaisance pravity survey over the areas indicated
i

by mappinp as the most favorable. In order to nwke tlds gravity 

survey ^uickly and inexpensively it v,ould be necessary to use the 

barometric level
' t -t

3. If favorable anomalies were found it mip.ht be possible

to test, them vith the fc-ray drill by drillinp vertical holes through
ly 

the overburden which appears to be.most/fine sand and should wash out

fairly easily.

This method should be comparitively speedy, inexpensive and 

stand a rood chance of locating ore if present, and iia mentioned 

before, there is good reason to suspect that it is.

W.L* Young 
June, 1952*
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